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Jonathan Woolrich’s
New Job Was Not What

We Had Expected...



Objectives: The British Human Power Club was formed to foster all aspects of human-powered vehicles - air,
land & water - for competitive, recreational and utility activities, to stimulate innovation in design and development in all
spheres of HPV's, and to promote and to advertise the use of HPV's in a wide range of activities.  This week, I are mostly
listening to Queens Of The Stone Age.
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Letters, articles, pictures,Dave’s Insanity Sauce, etc. are always welcome - please send to the
Editor at the address opposite.  Technology being what it is these days, we can cope with most file
formats readable by a PC (text in ASCII, Lotus WordPro/AmiPro or  MS Word easiest to cope with),
but if you haven't got one, items on paper are just as acceptable.  To reduce cheesiness, anbarically-
transmitted photos should be at a resolution of 300 dpi (or greater if you can afford the bandwidth).

A Day At The Races
BHPC Race Events

• April 13th Eastway
• May 3rd Thruxton, near Andover, 1 hour race starting 15:00 – Note change of date!!!
• June 1st Hayes
• June 15th Castle Combe
• July 6th Darley Moor
• July 27th Abbey Park, Leicester (with Spokesfest)
• August 16th Lancaster
• September 7th Herne Hill velodrome
• September 27th Milton Keynes
• October 19th AGM, Eastway

Some words from gNick

We have a bigger season than last year despite losing two tracks, Curborough is getting more popular
with the car-types so less chance for us; Kimbolton is off again due to Parish Council jobsworths. They
(the kart club) got a letter from the district council complaining that there had been an extra event over
their allotted number which apparently had a “swarm” of people. The spanner obviously drove past and
didn’t stop to notice the incredible noise levels generated by gears whirring!

• Helpers – this means all of you. YOU WILL offer your services. YOU WILL rush up to ensure that
there are plenty of timers available. YOU WILL help to clear up afterwards. Otherwise I will baffle
you with cabbages and rhinoceroses and incessant quotations from “Now We Are Six” through
the mouthpiece of Lord Snooty’s giant poisoned electric head. So there.

• Timing systems. At the request of a few members I have had another look at these and they are
still ferociously expensive - £6k-£10k. I am looking at simpler ways of doing it wot doesn’t entail
standing around in the rain as per Eastway but time and the appropriate experience is not on my
side. Andrew Sidwell is investigating the data logging side of things but we are not too sure about
the transpondery Stull. If anyone can contribute ideas, technical expertise, time, bus tickets
autographed by the Pope, it would benefit the general happiness of the world. Failing that the
helpful donation of part of your lottery winnings would mean we could go and buy one.

Other People’s Race Events

April 6th

Herne Hill Velodrome, Burbage Road, London.
Round 1 of the London Plus HPV Race Series.  Starts 14:00.

May 11th

Herne Hill Velodrome, Burbage Road, London.
Round 2 of the London Plus HPV Race Series.  Starts 14:00.

June 8th

Preston Park, Brighton.
Round 3 of the London Plus HPV Race Series.  Starts 10:00.

August 28th-31st

European Championships, Friedrichshafen, Germany.
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Unrace Events

Still nothing concrete from HPV Deutschland, but I believe the event is
still set to coincide with the big trade show wot they have there at that
time of year.  Given that Friedrichshafen is about as near to Switzer-
land one can get while still being in Germany, there may be scope for
a Joint Effort in transporting people and machinery there – watch this
space for details.

September 9th

Herne Hill Velodrome, Burbage Road, London.
Round 4 of the London Plus HPV Race Series.  Starts 11:00 –
concurrent with the BHPC event on the same day.

September 29th-October 4th

International Human-Powered Speed Championships, Battle Moun-
tain, Nevada, USA.
The fastest bikes on the planet going for a new world record, and
hopefully the $25000+ .deciMach prize for exceeding 82 mph.  Only
being eaten by a dangerous wild animal will prevent me from return-
ing...

For the London Plus series, promoted jointly by Bikefix and London Recumbents, entry will be £6 on
the line. Racing will be fairly informal but there will be prizes at the end of the season.

BHPC Unrace Events
• gNick Green writes:

The Old Crown Challenge – May 17th – 18th

The Old Crown Challenge, that occasionally occurring, gentle ride in the
unspoiled leafy lanes of counties Durham and Cumbria will be taking place
this year on the weekend of the 17th and 18th of May. Come and marvel at
the easy undulations of the Northern Pennines, the quaint cobbled High
Street of Alston, the roadbuilding skills of Thomas Telford over Hartside, the
legendary Bakery at Melmerby and of course the Old Crown in the un-
spoiled Lakeland village of Hesket Newmarket. Along with these there is the
unequalled opportunity to earn absolutely NO championship points
whatsoever and no need to push hard on the pedals at all.

OK so maybe it is a bit more than undulating but there’s nothing steeper than 1 in 6 (or is
that 5?) and the views and plummets are spectacular and it is only 75 miles now that I live a
bit closer.

For those of us who are not Rob English it might be an idea to do a couple of longer rides by
way of practice otherwise you end up too tired to enjoy the beer which kind of defeats the
object of the exercise!

The general idea is to meet up at Maison gNick on Saturday morning, ride to the pub, have
some food and beer, sleep over and then ride back on Sunday, an astounding concept
though I say so myself. Hopefully there will be some form of sag-wagon though given that
this will depend on a volunteer I am open to offers.

Hesket Newmarket has a couple of B&B’s and I will investigate the possibility of camping if
needed (or if there are no beds available) and there is the Carrock Youth Hostel not too far
away but in order for this to happen I need to know who wants to come. So contact me, your
loveably chirpy Competition Secretary on 07971 519811 or gnick44@aol.com
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• Geoff Bird writes:

Oxfordshire Social Tour  – 28th – 29th June
I bring you more news of the 2003 Oxfordshire Social Tour. It will be based near Chipping
Norton – “Gateway to the Cotswolds” and promises sweeping vistas of the Evenlode valley
and intimate portraits of honey-stone hamlets.

Headquarters will be the Camping and Caravanning Club Site, 2.5 km south of Chipping
Norton, just off the A361, down the Chadlington turning (Map Ref. 316 244). There are
plenty of eateries within walking/cycling distance (2.5 km). The nearest railway station is
7km away, at Charlbury.

The ride on Saturday will be 31 km (19 miles) in the morning and 42 km (26 miles) in the
afternoon. It will start from outside the campsite at 10 am precisely. There is a quiet
route from the campsite to the lunch stop, at Shipton-under-Wychwood, of 14 km (8.5 miles)
that would be suitable for families, although there is a bit of a climb (90 m in 2 km) both on
the way there and back.

If 45 miles is too far then you can always take the direct family route either to or from the
lunch stop. There will also be a ride of about 30 km (19 miles) on Sunday morning. We will
be on OS Landranger Maps 163 and 164.

The campsite isn’t open until 22 March so I haven’t been able to speak to them yet but I
advise booking early. You can contact them on (01608) 641993.

If you prefer more comfort there are loads of B+Bs in the area. I’ve listed the nearest below,
with their AA/RAC rating for quality and the distance from the campsite. You can get more
information from www.oxlink.co.uk/chipping_norton/index.html

Chadlington House (01608) 676437 not known 3km
Stonecroft, Chadlington (01608) 676551 3/5 3.5km
The Forge, Churchill (01608) 658173 4/5 4km

If you are planning on coming then please let me know so that I can tailor the event to the
expected numbers and inform you of any changes of plan. Call me, Geoff on (01295)
721860 or email me at geoff@salmon7.fsnet.co.uk

Other Unrace Events
25th-27th April

The Bike Show - NEC, Birmingham. They say “The largest cycle show in the UK is
becoming even bigger with more area dedicated to road and specialised bikes -
including Spokes Room and large component manufacturer area.” See:
www.thebikeshow.com

27th April
The Bike Show RIDE. They say “Join thousands of people taking part in a new
national charity bike ride on the 27th April. With six start points and distances from
45 to 120 miles you can match the route to your fitness and ability. In aid of the
British Heart Foundation.” All routes end at the Bike Show, NEC Birmingham as
above. See: www.thebikeshow.com

26th-27th April
8th SPEZI Special Bike Show, Germersheim, nr Karlsruhe, Germany. The
definitive European show for the specialised cycling market: all sorts from
recumbents to load-bikes to special-needs machines. See past reports in Velo
Vision issues 2 and 6. More info at: www.spezialradmesse.de
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24th-26th May
The London Bicycle Messenger Association is pleased to announce that its bid to
host the International Federation of Bicycle Messenger Association’s event the
European Cycle Messenger Championships 2003 has been accepted.  The LBMA
looks forward to hosting the best messengers from Europe and beyond on the
weekend of 24th - 26th May at Eastway Cycle Circuit, London.  A variety of events
demonstrating & celebrating bicycle messenger culture is planned, including all the
usual fixed gear competitions (skids, backwards circles, track stand), sprints,
cargo, and a brand new competition for this year, the rickshaw team challenge.
Contact <ecmc2003@gn.apc.org> or messengers.org

30th May-1st June
CycleVision 2003, Lelystad, Netherlands Huge recumbent event.  More info at:
www.ligfiets.net/cyclevision

14th-22nd June
UK National Bike Week Thousands of events of all sorts across the UK. More info
at: www.bikeweek.org.uk

21st-22nd June
CTC York Rally Thousands of cyclists on York’s Knavesmire: Email
yorkrally@ctc.org.uk  I am told that they would like to see a BIG recumbent
presence this year.

24th-27th July
Spokesfest, Leicester Leicester’s cycling festival:
www.spokesfest.freeserve.co.uk  Roger The Hilldodger writes:

Spokesfest 2003 will run from 24 - 27 July and will include the following events:

Thursday 24th from 7pm
A repeat of the cyclists’ BBQ hosted by Leicestershire Museum Service at the
Abbey Pumping Station, but with more real ale.

Friday 25th

Several bike rides of varying lengths including an urban ride by Simon around
some of Leicester’s hidden attractions.

Saturday 26th

Bike rides of varying lengths around the Leicestershire countryside, including the
‘History of Flight’ ride with Roger and the Hilldodgers.

Sunday 27th

We’ve taken over all 100 acres of the picturesque Abbey Park for the day to host a
cycling spectacular! Some of the diverse range of events confirmed so far include:

a) British Human Power Club racing on the oval.
b) Grand Old Ordinary One Mile Championship - a race for Penny Farthings held every year since

1910.
c) Parade of very early and unusual machines.
d) An attempt by the Desford Lane Pedallers veteran cycle club to regain the Guinness world record

for a ‘Penny Stack’ - a formation of 100 Penny Farthings and riders.
e) With the help of our friends from BikeAbility in Ipswich, Cyclemagic will be hosting the UK’s

largest special needs ‘come-and-try’ event.
f) The local CTC DA will be organising cycling treasure hunts for kids and families.
g) John Jermy of XnTRICK cycles will be providing some very silly bikes and wearing equally silly

trousers.

And it’s all FREE!....we must be mad, mad, mad.  We’re keen for other cycling
groups / organisations / clubs / manufacturers / inventors to become involved and
help to turn Spokesfest into the UK’s largest public cycling festival.”



The Editor Gets His Mojo Working

2nd-9th August
CTC Birthday Rides 125th annual rides meet, Warmwell, Dorset: see
www.ctcbirthdayrides.org

23rd-25th August
Mildenhall Rally Weekend event near Cambridge, UK: see
www.mildenhallrally.org

28th-31st August
Eurobike, Friedrichshafen, Germany Huge trade show; some days trade-only. See:
www.messe-fn.de/messen/eurobike/index.php3

Late August (to be confirmed)
Fifth European velomobile Seminar, Friedrichshafen, Germany. “Towards commer-
cial velomobiles”. Takes place during the HPV World Champs. More info at
www.velomobile.de/news or contact Joachim Fuchs: jo-fuchs@gmx.de.

11th-14th September
IFMA, Cologne, Germany Huge trade show; some days trade-only. See:
www.koelnmesse.de

23rd-26th September
VeloCity 2003, Paris, France. Cycle campaign conference; last year had over 600
participants from 40 countries.

25th-28th September
Cycle 2003, London UK cycle show in Islington. See: www.cycleshow.co.uk

12th-14th October
Interbike, Las Vegas Big USA trade show. See: www.interbike.com

This listing has been shamelessly lifted from Velovision, with additional information from the
Spokesfest / Cyclemagic gang.
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Bono Estente

The years 1392 to 1830 were a quiet time for
HPV activity.  The period since the last Newslet-
ter hit the streets has been somewhat similar,
but then it hasn’t been very long.  I have been
beset with problems upon the Editorial
Babbage-Device lately though, so if this comes
out looking Different and Strange, that is why.

Cannondale In Deep Trub Horror?

Or they were on January 28th, anyway, when
they filed a Voluntary Chapter 11 Petition, which
I believe to be something akin to calling in the
administrators.  This was apparently necessi-
tated by a somewhat ill-advised excursion into
the manufacture of motorised quad bikes, off-
road motorcycle and related noisy smelly
things; the bicycle side of the business was
apparently doing fine. Much loss of money, jobs
and pride later, they have closed the
motorsports division, but in recent weeks laid-off
staff have been returning to full-time work.  Now
perhaps they can get on with the rest of the
Cannondale recumbent range…

Lance Armstrong In Recumbents
Not Bad Horror?

This one, snaffled from Velonews, has been
doing the rounds lately on the Interweb, but it
bears repeating…

“By Neal Rogers, VeloNews Associate Editor

This report filed February 2, 2003

Ever wonder how one of the world’s greatest
professional athletes handles some of the
world’s most ridiculous questioning during a
press conference?

After the U.S. Postal Team’s official unveiling
last week in Solvang, California, Armstrong
fielded questions from a roomful of media,
including cycling publications, local newspa-
pers, network TV affiliates - and an unidentified
older gentleman that floored the room with quite
possibly the most preposterous line of question-
ing Armstrong has ever faced, prompting many
in the room to ask, “Who was that guy? Was he
for real?”
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Following are a few excerpts from the press
conference, transcribed for your reading
pleasure, focusing on the bizarre questions that,
for a moment, seemed to possibly be leading to
something - but alas, were not - and
Armstrong’s attempts to answer, as diplomati-
cally as possible.

It was just ten minutes into the press confer-
ence when the seemingly sophisticated
gentleman first struck:

Older Gentleman:  Lance, do you remember
learning how to ride...a bike...when you were
very little?
Lance Armstrong:  Uh, yeah, I remember.
[Laughter begins to fill the room]
OG: What was that like? Did you fall down? Did
you have training wheels?
LA:  I had training wheels, like most kids.
OG: Were you slow to pick it up, or fast to pick it
up?
LA:  I started riding with no training wheels after
my neighbor rode with no training wheels, and
she was a girl. [More laughter from the room]
The first time I rode without training wheels I
was lucky enough not to crash, although I
thought I was going to. Nothing against girls...

Approximately fifteen minutes of standard
questioning passed, until, during a momentary
lull, the older gentleman struck again. This time
the questioning bordered on the absurd.

OG: Um, who makes...your bike?
LA: Who makes it? Trek.
OG: Trek makes the bike, and then you have
the Shimano derailleurs and parts...
LA: All that, right.
OG: Yeah, all that. You’ve heard of, I assume, a
‘recumbent bike’ - a sit down bike?
LA: I’ve heard of it, but I’ve never tried it.
OG: Never tried it. Well, they claim to have the
world record on the flats.
LA: Right...
OG: I tried one...
LA: [interrupting] Well, one of them sits three
feet off the ground and the other sits about six
feet off the ground, so aerodynamically, it’s far
superior.
OG: Yeah. Would that type of bike be legal in
the Tour de France?
LA: No, totally illegal, [fighting back a laugh] one
hundred percent. If it were legal, we would have
tried it by now.
OG: Well, it’s got two wheels...

LA: Yeah, but you have to have a traditional
geometry. They call it double triangle. We’ll get
you a rulebook. [At this point Armstrong allows
himself a laugh] And when they pass it, believe
me, we’ll be on it.
OG: The thing is, I noticed when I tried it, going
up hills, it was much more difficult. I slowed
down, and of course the owner then told me
that you have to develop the muscles, you
know, if you’re going to go uphill...
LA: He told you that you have to train. That’s
right, that’s what he should have told you.
[Laughter and applause from a disbelieving
audience]
OG: Yeah, but I don’t go very fast.
LA: Well, you gotta train!
OG: Really? Well in comparisons with the slow,
average rider, they can get on the ‘regular
geometry’ type of bike and go up hills a certain
speed, they would probably get on these
recumbents and go uphill a little bit slower,
where as on the flats they might go about a
third faster. Anybody in here, uh, ever taken one
out one of these...?
LA: Nope. But our only opinion is that when we
can figure out how to use it, we’ll try. We’d
better talk to Trek. They may not make those. If
they don’t make them, then we’re not riding
them. [More laughter fills the room]

Eyes were rolled, brows were beated, murmurs
were murmured - but through it all, Lance
handled it like a pro.”

Pity the FLJS who wrote it up didn’t…

Tour d’Afrique

George Winspur tells us that: “My neighbour’s
son is riding this epic. On going to the web site -
http://www.tourdafrique.com/ - I was interested
to see that the organizers are riding
recumbents.”

They are, too!  From HP Velotechnik; most
likely the Street Machine GT.

Boutros Boutros Ghali

See what I mean about the length?  In order to
fill in some space, I’ll tell you that Cosimo The
Stealth Baron now has a monoblade and that
the UK is now swarming with examples of
RatRacer, Mr. M. Burrows’ take on the genus
low racer.  Enough!  See you at the races and
the tours!
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It’s Your Letters, It’s Your Letters!
Dave,

Thought I’d bounce some ideas off you...

1. The rules for the Sports Class are fatally
flawed and will forever be a bone of
contention between members unless
changed.  Adrian Setter qualifying by being
Quite Tall and Sitting Up Very Straight is
sure to open a new can of worms.
[Whoever would do such a thing? – 2001
Sports Class Champion]

2. If we (the BHPC) start thinking about this
now we can probably reach some sensible
conclusion by the AGM rather than discuss
it fresh at the AGM and get nowhere.

3. I have 2 possible proposals:

1st Proposal

Sports machines are in the main older designs
such as the Ross or the Kingcycle.  They have
higher seat heights and straight frame tubes.
Bikes eligible for the Sport Class should have a
straight frame line between the bottom bracket
and the chainstays.  This would allow first-time
builders to make their own bike in the simplest
way possible.  I could also add the stipulation
that fancy aerodynamic equipment such as
mono-blade forks should be excluded though
this could be controversial.  The idea is for the
Sports Bike to be a simple and cheap entry
point (the Ratcatcher in my view is neither of
these).  This, however, means another layer of
rules.  This gets rid of the ridiculous rule that is
dependent on how tall you are but may not be
universally popular....

2nd Proposal

This is slightly more complicated in some ways
but simpler in others.  We dispose of the Sports
Class and keep the current classes.  On top of
this we add a new category; let’s call it Cat-
egory 2 for the time being.  Category 2 riders
would comprise the slower riders of the BHPC
and would be decided on past performance.  (I
have some ideas how this could be done; some
examination of past performance shows a
tendency for the current racers to fall into 2
groups with some overlap in the middle).  At the

end of the season a certain number of riders
would be promoted/demoted which would keep
things more interesting.  The races could then
be split between the faster riders (Category 1)
and the slower riders (Category 2) with a faired
only race where desirable.

Advantages

a) You can race any bike

b) A slower rider might get a prize and is
placed higher within a more comparable
group.

c) A category 2 rider can race more tactically
within his/her race as there will not be
riders in the other race which have to be
considered.  This should make racing
more fun for everyone.

d) Encouraging for new riders who do not
have a racing/athletic background.

e) I believe there is a wish for this type of
class among the members.

Potential Problems

New or intermittent racers.  Intermittent racers
could be assigned to a sensible looking
category on the day impact on final results
would be similar to current scoring.  New racers
would be assigned a category which could be
changed if they are consistently performing
outside the category. This could mean slightly
more work for the scorers.  The split between
the categories should be done by an agreed
mathematical formula in order to avoid any
accusations of bias.

Conclusions

I believe the second proposal will give rise to
more enjoyable and closer racing with no need
for arbitrary rules and also encourage new
people to race.  For example: Paul London
generally races at a similarish pace to me.
Currently it feels as if we are not quite racing
each other as we are in different classes; if we
were in the same category then he is now a
direct competitor and the race would be more
keenly contested.  I have not addressed any
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thoughts to a “practical” or “touring” class, as I
believe this to be a total red herring; the second
proposal would basically take care of this
anyway.

Any thoughts?

Paul Lowing

The Editor replies:

Apropos Proposal One: “Bikes eligible for the
Sport Class should have a straight frame line
between the bottom bracket and the chainstays”

Try instead something like “the entirety of the
seat shall be above a hypothetical straight line
drawn between the rear axle and the upper end
of the head tube”.  Some bikes have their boom
cranked downwards, others are LWB (yes, even
in this day and age ;-) with low BB’s, while the
Former Colonials seem a lot less keen on S-
shaped frames than us European types.

The Legendary Paul Davies Column!
The photographs accompiying this article are courtesy of Robert Smith Studios

Wind Tunnel

Part-time recumbent photo model and occa-
sional HPV racer Dan Cole, is in charge of the
Structures lab at the University of the West of
England in Bristol, and he fixed it for us to
spend the day in their wind tunnel.  You will be
impressed to see the taxpayers’ money is not
being squandered.

The current racer (D6) was mounted with the
front wheel on a sliding trolley, made by Dan out

of some drawer runners!  A couple of RS
Components catalogues propped up the back
wheel so the machine was level and free to roll
back a few centimetres, pulling a spring
balance, to measure the aerodynamic drag.
The floor under the machine was a bit lumpy
and untidy, but the best we could manage in the
time available.

We were using the low speed part of the tunnel,
up to about 30 mph.  A room about four metres
wide and high and maybe 12 long.  The fan that
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moves the air is some 3 metres in diameter and
is powered by a 160 kW motor!  There was a
small model wind turbine parked in the tunnel,
nothing to do with us.

With the machine set straight the drag at 30
mph was, I thought, an incredibly low 5
Newton’s or 1 lb.!  The machine has a frontal
area of about .37 sq.  metres.  Rob Mather
(part-time Cycling + model and pro bike builder)
worked out, using the standard equations, that
the machine needs about 200 watts of power at
30 mph, of which only about 65 is used to
overcome the aerodynamic drag!  Rob’s figures
suggest a drag coefficient of 0.13 which is
pretty good.

I’ve noticed many times that riding into a head
wind is actually easier than a
slight crosswind.  When we
moved the machine to about
10 degrees to the airflow -
which is not a lot - the drag
doubled!  The wind needs to
be at something like 90
degrees to the direction of
travel for good sailing.

Some time was spent
watching wool tufts (and
later smoke and bubbles),
which confirmed the shell
shape is good.  No apparent
turbulence where the head
fairing meets the main body.
The NACA ducts seem to

work well, some air
going in and some
smoothly past.  The
wheels, and the holes
underneath and the
rather crudely faired
trolley disturbed the
flow as expected.  Flow
round the sides of the
shell stays nicely
attached until about 30
cm from the trailing
edge; it breaks away
quite gently, without any
disorganised flow or
drag creating vortices.
When the smoke was
directed into the ducts it
was interesting to see
that it came out

upstream, through the front wheel hole and the
front door joint, as you’d expect, but odd to
watch.  Bob Smith arrived in time to snap the
smoke and bubbles, and took dramatic shots
with the main lights off to better show the flow
against the black tunnel wall.  And nobody
mentioned laminar flow all day...

We didn’t have time, but it would be interesting
to put two machines in line, and different
distances apart, to measure drafting effects.  I
don’t think drafting with fully faired machines is
actually a good idea.  The wake of the front
machine, small as it may be, disturbs the airflow
over the following one, increasing its drag.  With
so few f/f machines actually racing it is a rather
academic point!  But in view of Geoff Bird’s
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recent comment about Ian’s close and intimidat-
ing overtaking, what about two machines side
by side at 30 mph?  It would be good to alter
the tail shape with some cardboard, increase
the yaw angle to look at sailing effects, or even
see if the shell is better going backwards.
Internal airflow needs more investigation.  A
more sophisticated drag measurement set up
would be nice, but as Rob pointed out, that
would probably just allow us to be wrong to
more decimal places.

[Apropos the side-by-side business, it may be
worth noting the suction effect encountered
between two vehicles when one is overtaking
the other.  You get all sorts of interesting effects
when being passed by a truck while on a bike,
while an extreme example is when a narrow
boat overtakes another in a shallow cut.
Though whether the behaviour of two fifteen-ton
boats travelling at 3 mph has any relation to that
of a pair of 200 lb HPV’s at thirty is a question
for better minds than mine.  I’ll shut up now –
Ed.]

Thinking about internal airflow, I was intrigued
by the picture of the MIRA machine for the
soapbox event at the Goodwood Festival of
Speed, a big thing, with a head fairing seem-
ingly greater than shoulder width!  Two ducts
take air in low down at the front, then it goes
through two large diameter hoses, inside the
body, to exit higher up at the back.  Does it
have something to do with the big flat floor
that’s very near the ground?  Suggestions on a
postcard...

In the design and construction of
HPV’s there is still lots to do, and it
won’t be done, unless more people
build streamlined machines and ride
them in all conditions for hundreds of
hours!  Something should be done
to stimulate the production of
raceworthy fully-faired machines - I
don’t mean ones intended for the
occasional 200 metre sprint in a
desert somewhere, or that are built
to exploit some dubious laminar flow
theory.  A lot of effort goes into
producing these machines and then
they quickly get crashed and written
off or just abandoned because
they’re crap.  I mean competitive,

easy to ride machines.  Imagine twenty of them
on the track at once, for an hour, in public, at
Manchester, during the world championships, or
Commonwealth games.  Or at some Continen-
tal six day.  I know Geoff Bird is trying to find
interested people to make a run of production
bikes worthwhile, but as I’ve commented
elsewhere, even Ian’s recent world champion-
ship win created no noticeable increase in
interest in faired machines.  Surely somebody
can see the sporting and business possibilities,
did I notice in a recent issue someone in
Germany or Switzerland would make you a
‘WhiteHawk’ bodyshell for eight and a half
grand!  How can they do them so cheap?

Human Power Projects

On the subject of potential h/p projects, an
engineering lecturer from a Midlands university
was telling me recently that he wanted to set a
student project to design and build a ‘safe’ HPV
which would appeal to those who feel cycling is
dangerous.  Side impact bars, roll cage, ability
to withstand so many ‘g’s deceleration etc.  He
wasn’t at all upset by my comment that it would
weigh as much as the Volvo it may hopefully
replace.  Or, by my suggestion that a much
better idea would be to design a car which
made the driver and occupants feel as vulner-
able as a cyclist!  He obviously wasn’t a cyclist,
his students won’t be cyclists, or even pedestri-
ans, and will probably go straight into the car
industry anyway...
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Marketing

I enjoy helping Bob the Snapper on Cycling +
photo shoots, I get to see the latest bits of bike
marketing, sorry, design.  On a recent shoot
there was this three grand road bike with what
appeared to be two pairs of front forks!  Very
cleverly moulded carbon forks with full-length
slots, four blades instead of two!  Aircraft flap
and leading edge systems and sailing boats use
slots to good aerodynamic effect, I used to
make so-called “window fins” for windsurfing
which worked very well, re-establishing the
water flow round the fin after ventilation in
choppy conditions.  The designer of this piece
of cycling archaeology should be invited to
explain the advantages of what he probably
calls something like Optimised Hole Elongation
Technology.  Perhaps at speeds over 20 mph
they scream like the dive brakes on a Stuka...

There I was thinking the bike business is full of
idiots when I read that Rover have patented a
system which uses a video camera to compare
what it sees through the windscreen with a clear
picture in its little memory.  If it thinks the view
through the window is a bit steamy it turns the
heater on.  This allows the driver to carry on
with his paperwork or sending a text message
or whatever it is they do these days instead of
actually driving...

Nobody Told Him It’s Impossible

So while his bike is waiting for its new D6 shell
Andrew Willmott has taken to riding ‘no hands’
during our pre-season training at Castle
Combe.  I had a go and found with a bit of arm
waving it’s even possible to ride in and out of
the tyres in the chicane area!  Something my
mountain bike won’t do.  We have now realised
that Rob Mather’s very nice bike is nearly as
good, and that it’s possible, just, on my new
prototype 20/20 (two 406 wheels), and that it
definitely isn’t on my old carbon ‘93!  Inciden-
tally, this carbon wrapped foam bike is ten years
old, is still in constant use and has done at least
25,000 miles.  The frame and structural

moulded seat weighs 4 pounds, and it ain’t
broke yet, so it’s obviously too heavy!  The
chain has been changed once, several of those
crap IRC 451 tyres and a couple of 700c’s have
been used up, but the mechanical components
are original.  Proof, if it were, needed that a
recumbent with proper mudguards doesn’t wear
its bits out, even over rural Wiltshire roads
which manage to be bumpy, wet, muddy, and
dusty all at once!

Off The Wall

At a thriving frame builders (remaining name-
less etc.) they kept all their important frame
dimensions, head angles, phone numbers etc.
not on bits of paper, which get lost and mucky,
but written on the wall.  One weekend they got
someone in to brighten the place up with a
bucket of whitewash.  No one mentioned the
vital information on that special bit of wall, and
sure enough...

No Point

There seemed to be lots of almost obsessive
discussion in the last issue about points, race
formats and what constitutes a sports class
machine.  But, nothing about getting fitter and
going further and faster!  We need one class
with no machine rules, more races or preferably
longer ones and less emphasis on points.  It
might be good advice to suggest to someone
who can’t ride their bike for a couple of hours
that perhaps they shouldn’t be racing anyway.
If anyone wants a practical test type competition
why don’t they come to meetings and do it?  At
the three rural events this year camping ought
to be possible to make it a touring weekend too.
In the meantime turn your computer off and get
out on your bike.

Buckyball

Last month’s mystery object, obviously
Buckminsterfullerene.

[‘tis actually a Human Papilloma Virus, com-
monly abbreviated to “HPV” – Ed. ]
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These have been sitting in the Babbage-Device for ages, courtesy of John Olson.  Thanks, John
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Racing News

Manchester, 2nd March 2003
Rob English

Okay, it’s a long way to go, but worth it for the
chance to ride on one of the world’s finest
tracks. A good turnout for the first event of the
year, which I, for my sins, had offered to
organisate…

Team Kingcycle (myself, my mum, June and
David Kingsbury) arrived about 11:15, and so
commenced much unloading and putting
together and tyre pumping and general getting-
readyness. I got my mum on the case getting
people signed on and paid up, then at noon we
were allowed on, following a short talk from the
velodrome coach – I never got his name but he

was really friendly and helpful and interested.
Only one crash that I was aware of, with David
Kingsbury coming a cropper on the banking
when baulked by a couple of slower riders. No
major damage, just track burn and more fear… I
was somewhat nervous too, this being the first
time I have ridden Mango since Battle Moun-
tain. I tried without the lid first – the launching
gear worked a treat, and I was happily spinning
round at 27mph, still in first gear. The stabilisers
didn’t work quite so well when I tried to use
them for catching, worth finding out before I put
the lid on! With the lid on it was lovely – the
extra trail helps the handling, and once wound
up it would sit on 40mph with very little effort.
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Nice. I didn’t try to go any faster as the banking
gets a bit scary.

Soon enough the hour’s practice was over, and
most people were happy, except for one or two
who decided the 42.5 degree banking was a bit
much for them. I then set about working out
who was in which race and what races we were
doing – Paul and Ian wanted 45 minutes or an
hour, whilst other were expecting 20 minutes,
so we compromised with 30 minutes plus three
laps, split into three events. Then there was
time for a couple of 15 minute fun races
afterwards.

On the machinery front, there was a
whole pack of RatRacers in the
hands of the BikeFix folk, Rob
Hague has faired his Greenspeed
GLR and Andrew Willmott had one
of the latest Davies fairings, in a very
yellow yellow. As well as Mango, I
had the recently repaired Hachi,
complete with even more recently
completed tailfairing – a fibrelam-
skeletoned foam affair, but enough
to test the theory, especially as I had
the SRM power cranks on the bike
too. Iain James had something new
that didn’t appear to be Project X – I
didn’t get a chance to have a look at
it, but from passing him on the track
it had a small front wheel with a
monoblade fork, and the traditional
lack of paint! You were also
pedalling far too slowly Iain – spin

more, you know it makes sense! Anne Coulson
had a newly painted Kingcycle – looking very
smart but slightly odd in blue, not used to
seeing one that isn’t yellow!

Some shouting and general bullying about how
we were going to stick to the schedule, and the
first race was underway, pretty much on time.
This was the fast unfaired boyz plus Denise. I
got Hachi up to speed and was sitting on
34mph for the first ten minutes or so. The fact
that my knees were hitting the handlebars didn’t
help, but I lowered my cadence to 100rpm and
got on with it. I had a reasonable view of the
rest of the race anyway, as I was lapping fairly

rapidly. There was a whole pack of
rat(racer)s going round, with Stuart
Dennison and Neil Fleming working
with Mike Burrows, and Pete Cox,
sans tailbox, hanging on. Stuart and
Neil eventually got a lap on Mike,
who also was up on Pete, with
Stuart edging ahead to take second
(assuming the stop-watches have it
right). Denise made a fine solo
effort, and managed not to make
close contact with the track this time
– although ‘the fear’ made her ride
high round the banking which
wouldn’t have helped her final
speed. Notable mention to Adrain
Setter on his Hurricane, who was
seen hanging with the rat lads for a
lot of the race – someone give the
lad a lowracer!

The Mango leads an unidentified Davies and Rob
Hague’s greenhouse

A brace of Davies and Sir Henry Rawlinson
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The atmosphere in the velodrome was much
more pleaseant that usual – warm and not too
dry, so much less coughing and no need for
thermals – isn’t racing indoors great! Race 2
was everyone else except the faired machines.

I’m afraid I was too busy recovering
and getting ready for the faired race
to pay too much attention, but Claire
King mastered the banking with her
fabric-faired Kingcycle to crack the
25mph barrier, and found a new use
for the railings afterwards – as a
ladder to climb out of the bike! David
Kingsbury was hauling until the
combination of nerves and dehydra-
tion led him to throwing up whilst
riding; he came in to the pits to take
some clothing off and have a drink,
before diving back into the fray, with
a quick visit to the ground when
trying to restart the Wasp…..
Unfortunately for Katie Sidwell,
David is also a Junior, so she might
have a battle on to defend her title
this year. David Palfrey took the

multi-track honours, ahead of Carol Hague.

And, remarkably still running on time, it was on
to the faired race. We had six lined up for this –
Ian Chattington, Paul Davies and Andrew

Someone’s very shiny RatRacer

Young Master Robert displays his tail feathers fairing
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Willmott in Davies fairings, gNick in the latest
‘fish, me in the Mango and Rob Hague in his
GLR. Everyone came past me whilst I was
trundling up to speed; Ian even took a lap on
me whilst I was still winding first gear up. But
once I got up over 40mph I started pulling back,
and had soon taken the lap back to go into the
lead. gNick was going really well, despite a
loose K-drive, which led to at least two stops,
and him finishing without the canopy on the
bike. Meanwhile, in Mango I was starting to get
a little hot – we still had the ventilation set to the
absolute minimum as used in Nevada. Fortu-
nately I wasn’t working very hard, so it was
bearable, but I was willing the 30 minutes to tick
past quickly! Mid race I sat behind Ian for a
while, before going on to take a few more laps
before the end. Behind Ian, assuming the stop-
watches are correct, Andrew just pipped Paul
for third. That was the longest I’ve ever spent in
Mango, and without any prepartion (ie training
in that position) at all – and it wasn’t too bad, so
very encouraging for an hour attempt…

No hanging about, it was straight into the first of
two 15 minute fun races. No idea what hap-
pened, as I was desparatly trying to rehydrate,
but hopefully fun was had. In the second, I took
Hachi up without the tailbox, to get some more
SRM data. Ian won, and Paul and Andrew also
came past a few times. Honourable mention to
gNick, who had borrowed David’s Wasp.
Despite the handlebars rubbing his legs (to the
extent of leaving nasty red welts afterwards), he
was motoring!

So, is the tailbox worth it? Well I had two sets of
data – with the tail I averaged 275 Watts and
33.15mph. Without it was 240 Watts and
30.15mph. To make the comparison at the
different powers I plugged the numbers into the
Analytic Cycling website, to conclude that the
tailfairing was worth 1.5mph, or 35 Watts. So
definitely worth having as a first attempt, and I
think it can be improved with a better fit to my
body and various tweaks. Might have to do it
properly and build a carbon one now…

But a good day out, thanks to everyone who
helped with timing (not easy when you have to
click over a hundred laps in half an hour!) and
organizating. I hope the results aren’t too far off
the truth!

Quote of The Meeting

“Arrr, looks like the cucumbers will be doing well
this season...” - Jon Coulson on seeing Rob
Hague’s new fairing, which resembles a
streamlined mobile greenhouse...

Paul Davies adds :  “The Mango – too small, too
fast, silly riding position that I couldn’t possibly
get into [Now you know how I feel – Ed. ].  I
suggest most strongly that we ban it.  It’s not
right, it can’t be, ban it, that’s the answer…
Give poor old Ian a chance [Now he knows how
the rest of us feel – Ed. ].

Pos Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH
1 Rob English Kingcycle Hachi O/U 107 30 49 52.1 32.4
2 Stuart Dennison Ratracer O/U 92 30 58 44.6 27.7
3 Neil Fleming Ratracer O/U 92 31 14 44.2 27.5
4 Mike Burrows Ratracer O/U 91 31 20 43.6 27.1
5 Pete Cox Wyre O/U 89 31 09 42.9 26.6
6 Adrian Setter Hurricane O/U/S 88 31 37 41.8 25.9
7 Iain James Blue Meany O/U 86 31 20 41.2 25.6
8 Denise Wilson Ratracer O/U/L 82 31 03 39.6 24.6
9 Paul Whitehead Baron O/U 80 31 12 38.5 23.9
10 Ian Willet Ironing Board O/U 79 31 26 37.7 23.4
11 Andrew Sidwell Big Yellow Toxi O/U 79 31 28 37.7 23.4
12 Derrick Tweddle Velo Donkey O/U/S 76 31 54 35.7 22.2
13 JP Ratcatcher Proto O/U/S

Manchester Race 1

Not Recorded
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Pos Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH
1 Claire King Kingcycle O/L 84 31 08 40.5 25.2
2 Paul Lowing Ross O/U/S 78 31 06 37.6 23.4
3 David Kingsbury Kingcycle Wasp O/U/J 78 31 10 37.5 23.3
4 Vaughan Read Baron O/U 74 31 25 35.3 22.0
4 Guy Greaves Spirit of Saint Helens O/U/S 74 31 25 35.3 22.0
6 Jon Coulson Toxy O/U 69 31 30 32.9 20.4
7 David Palfrey Windcheetah O/U/M 64 31 17 30.7 19.1
8 Katie Sidwell Snow Leopard II O/U/L/J/S 57 31 22 27.3 16.9
9 Nicola Sidwell Dilli-Dalli O/U/L/J/S 48 31 18 23.0 14.3
10 Carol Hague Perdita O/U/L/M 39 31 41 18.5 11.5
11 Anne Coulson Kingcycle O/U/L/S 19 31 41 9.0 5.6

Manchester Race 2

Pos Name Vehicle Class Laps Min Sec Km/h MPH
1 Rob English Kingcycle Mango O 124 30 29 61.0 37.9
2 Ian Chattington Equus Anonymous O 119 30 54 57.8 35.9
3 Andrew Willmott Yellow Submarine O 108 30 31 53.1 33.0
4 Paul Davies D6 O 108 30 47 52.6 32.7
5 Rob Hague Greenspeed GLR O 79 30 55 38.3 23.8
6 gNick Green Sir Henry Rawlinson O 72 30 67 34.7 21.6

Manchester Race 3
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Just over a year ago, a “Washington Post
Magazine” article named Battle Mountain,
Nevada, as the “Armpit Of America”.  And on
the face of it, Battle Mountain is not going to
replace any of the better-known parts of
Renaissance Italy as a tourist destination.  One
main road, Front Street, which connects
Interstate-80 with, er, more of Interstate-80,
lined with motels, gas stations and a handful of
shops.  One cross-route, which is much the
same as the main road, but in a different
direction.  The railroad, which is noisy.  The
House of Naughty.  And not a lot else.

Take the cross-route – Broad Street, or SR.
305 to give it its official title – in a general
southerly direction.  Potter out of town past the
golf course on the left (why, with the whole of
northern Nevada at their disposal, is it only 9
holes?) and over the cattle grid.  Then.
Suddenly… Over the hill and into what the RAF
was wont to call, during the Gulf War,
“MMFD[1]”, in the shape of what the map
identifies as the Reese valley.  For several miles
– miles which are to become very familiar over
the ensuing week – the road is still straight,
gradually descending towards the valley floor.
Then there’s a long, lazy left-hand bend.  And
then there’s the reason why some of us have
come five or six thousand miles to be here.  The
reason why a double-figure number of the
world’s fastest, and maddest, bicycles have
gathered at this unlikely spot.

The road stretches six or seven or eight ruler-
straight miles across the valley, and because it
happens to be a Sunday, and therefore if you
are brave, or stupid, enough fervently to hope
that the Nevada State Troopers are in church,
or in bed, or somewhere other than not here,
you can see what V

max
 on a Saturn L200 is.  But

I’m not.  I’d guess around 125-130 mph, if you
really care.  I didn’t try.  Because that’s not so
impressive against what Master Samfast
managed here twelve months ago.  80.55 mph,
under his own steam.  Spook!

Cruise up the straight as far as the gravel
depot, turn round, stop the car and stand next
to the road in a silence broken only by the
gentle ticking of the car’s cooling engine.  It’s
quite something, and Area 51 is, we’re re-
minded, in Nevada terms practically next door.
And that humungous God’s-Own-Microwave
radar station on top of the tallest – 9600’ -
mountain in the neighbourhood? Around here?
What are they trying to detect [2]?

1. MMFD = Miles and Miles of Desert

2. According to one UFO Conspiracy
Theorist Nutjob web site, there’s a
“Biological-Chemical-Nuclear Warfare
Storage Facility” in Battle Mountain.
Moreover: “New Mexico.  Code name:
Fallen Rainbow; Project Rainbow, USAF.
Crashed UFO recovered with survivors.
385 Americans witnessed the crash.  All
disappeared with their families.  Anthrax
epidemic was blamed.  Area cordoned off
within 1/2 hour.  DERO [I have no idea
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Re-Wind

Anyhaps, that was Sunday afternoon, or, as we
call it in England, “Ungh, me tired, it way past
my bedtime, me need beer now”.  Short version
of getting here:

Arise at 4:30 Saturday morning, tube out to
Thiefrow.  Join interminable queueueueueue
before me and my YakSak are finally allowed
aboard United flight no.  # like-we-care to San
Francisco via nowhere.  At all.  Aer-o-planes
these days have developed an altogether
unhealthy ability to fly halfway around the globe
without requiring a refuel.  The worst thing was
looking at the map display on the back of seat
32F and realising that I was within fifty horizon-
tal and ten vertical miles of Battle Mountain –
“could you just drop me here, Guv?” – but had
do another hour-odd in the least civilised form
of transport yet devised by man – no reflection
on United, they’re all like that – into SFO.  Do
the usual grovelling-through-airports bit,
remembering to be especially nice to the US
Customs Service bods.  Remember that Hitler’s
father was a Customs’ Officer.  And Hitler
thought he was bad...  The Immigration Man is
not reassuring:

IM: Where ya goin’?
Me: Battle Mountain, Nevaahda
IM: Which state?
Me: Oh, er, sorry, Nevv-A-duh
IM: Di’nt know of a Ba’le Moun’n in Nevv-A-
duh.  I only hearda wun in Georgia…
Me: Er, well, it was  on the map…
IM: Wuffo you goin’ thur for?
Frantic pause for thinks about answer wot will
not have me explaining HPV’s for the next forty
minutes.
Me: Er, a bicycle race.
IM: Cool.  Y’all have fun, ya hear.
Me: (sotto voce) Phew!

Hop the bus to the car rental depot.  This is
easy.  Not so, I imagine, for those for whom a
Huge Crate forms a fundamental part of their

baggage...  The nine-mile long queue results in
“You dun bin upgraded, you got an Innermeyut”,
which I tentatively translate as an “Intermediate”
and turns out to be the aforementioned Saturn
L200, which I find to be closely related to a
Vauxhall / Opel Vectra.  Nice engine, all the
necessary toys – cruise control and air-con, a
gorm-free autobox and traction control.  There.
Now you all know.

As befits one who has driven several tens of
thousands of your English miles on Le
Continong von Europe, the next bit should also
be easy.  Except that I have never driven a left-
hooker before.  Erk.  M25-style jams betwixt the
airport and the Bay Bridge make me feel right at
home, but once into Oakland, things gradually
ease, until the Sierras Nevada appear.

Do you know that Californians vie with Belgians
for the title of “’Civilised’  World’s Worst Drivers?”
I do now.  Lane discipline is clearly considered
to be an obscene Muscovite practice; the onset
of a corner, however gentle, an excuse for
checking the function of their collective ABS
system and the maintenance of a steady speed
is obviously anathema, cruise control notwith-
standing.  Happily, Nevada is eventually
attained, and with it, drivers who behave in
vague accordance with:

• The Rules of the Road, and
• The Rules Of Logic

Albeit with a measure of signs saying “Road
patrolled by aircraft” and “Do Not Pick Up Hitch-
Hikers”, this latter due to the presence of a
nearby Correctional Facility or as we say, Nick,
in a locale which makes Dartmoor look
positively inviting.  Post-Sierras comes Reno,
which is a collection of hotels, casinos and fast
food outlets.  The main point in its favour is that
here is where the Monster Mega Monster
Motorcycle Festival is being held, ergo that
tractor Harley with straight pipes that I’ve been
tailing for the sixty miles since Auburn – with all
the sturm-und-drang that this entails – finally
pulls off.  This leaves me with the following
choices of entertainment:

1. WOZZ.  Rrrock!
2. WONK.  We have both kinds of music –

Country and Western.  Go on, picture
those Hats.  On second thoughts…

what this is – ed. ] activated.  Some Americans
near the crash site were shot by paramilitary
stormtroopers.  [UFO] Moved to Coonty
Mountain on 15 June, 1973.  [UFO] Moved to
Battle Mountain on 21 July, 1974 and remains
there.”  We didn’t see it, and can only assume
that the radar station is to detect extra-
terrestrials looking for their friends…
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3. W666.  The gospel according to Saint Wal-
Mart.  Or something.  No thanks.  Hon-
estly.

4. W667.  Exactly the same as above, but on
a different frequency.  No, really.  The
exact same programme.  Even unto the
adverts.  And The Lord spake, and said:
“buy a new Kia for $199 down.”  Etc.

And it’s not that far out of Reno that a) and b)
disappear, chiz.  OK, so that’ll be Wind Noise
with a side order of Mutant Vauxhall, then.  The
things I do for England…

Seven and a half hours out of SFO and I’m
pulling up outside the Battle Mountain Inn…
Claim keys, wander around in a daze for a few
minutes and then find myself in a room with
Jonathan Woolrich, Miles Kingsbury and Young
Master Robert English, five thousand miles from
home.  Fortunately they all speak English, and
they have Beer, so a comfortable return to
Planet Earth is assured.  It was way past the
start time for Rob’s Beauty Sleep but he’s only
25 [Official! – Ed. ]  They have had an Interest-
ing time getting here, including as it did Miles
neglecting to bring his driving licence, much
wrestling with the gigantic cardboard box
containing the Mango, getting stuck in a lift,
Jonathan being bumped off his flight and their
silly Ford MPV coming with two bench seats in
the rear requiring that the Mango and its
portable Shed travel on the roof.  A good job it
didn’t rain on them like it did on me…

Sunday September 29th

A quiet day.  We nip over to the airport for Rob
to practice a few starts, then loaf around the
motel, either watching Prof.  Bill Patterson’s
videos of assorted HPV goings-on or hanging
out in the parking lot while all and sundry arrive,
poke the Mango and look amazed.  Varna
designer Georgi Georgiev turns up, takes one
look and pronounces Miles to be a “jen-ee-us”.
Miles looks suitably embarrassed.  The loud
noise off is, of course, Larry Lem’s stomach
telling all within a half-mile radius that it’s lunch-
time:  “Heeyyy, c’mon guys, I’m hungreee!”

F
igure 1: The course

You are here
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Monday September 30th

Unfortunately, the weather forecast is not good
– a front is moving in from the north-west
bringing unseasonable strong winds and heavy
rain.  Andrea Blasecki claims to have heard a
radio station somewhere in Washington State
describe it as “foreign weather, from Canada”.
Or somesuch.  However, the day is bright and
sunny, though excessively windy.  First event is
the obligatory riders’ briefing, at which HPRA
Co-Dictator and Event Organisator-In-Chief
Garrie Hill lays down the law.  In the afternoon,
Jonathan, Larry and I go out to the course to

make sure we can find the survey
markers and suchlike.  We find
some of them OK, so Larry and I
leave Jonathan to unearth the rest
while we put up distance markers
every half-mile from five miles out all
the way down to the end of the
timed section.  Leaping in and out of
Larry’s outsize pickup and landing in
sagebrush both knee-high and
prickly is not my favourite way of
spending the afternoon…  And this
takes long enough that it’s not worth
our while going back into town, so
Jonathan waits in the catching zone
while I cop a lift with Miles and Rob
up to the start.

The wind does  abate as the
appointed time draws near, but it’s still too
windy for most people to dare to venture out.  In
the end, only HPRA stalwart Warren
Beauchamp, Sam Whittingham, Rob and the
Bearacuda tandem – from the University of
California, Berkeley – with Andy Jaques-
Maynes and Lance Doherty aboard, elect to
run, and none is keen to go flat out in the
prevailing conditions even though the wind
drops to legal speed after Warren has gone
through, at close to 43 mph.  Rob does 47 mph,
scarcely pedalling, while the Bearacuda’s top
pops off, keeping the fourteen-foot-long monster
below 30 mph.  Sam does 57 mph, which is

pedestrian by his standards.  And I
got to drive the chase car for Rob,
thereby giving me an unparalleled
view of, well, not a lot really.
Keeping the required quarter-mile
distance behind such a tiny HPV
renders it invisible, especially this
close to sunset.  Jonathan, mean-
while, clad in shorts and T-Shaped
Shirt, is obliged to relieve the sheriff
both of his overcoat and stock of
blankets in order to stave off
hypothermia.

Sunday: Testing the Mango at the airport
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

Warren Beauchamp prepares the Barracuda

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
30-Sep Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Illegal 42.77 68.82
30-Sep Andy Jaques-Maynes/Lance Doherty Bearacuda Legal 29.45 47.39
30-Sep Rob English Kingcycle Mango Legal 47.49 76.41
30-Sep Sam Whittingham Varna Diablo II Legal 57.95 93.24
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Miles
Kingsbury

Tuesday October 1st

We have been told that the weather will get
worse before it gets better, and the doomsayers
are right.  Today sees everything: wind, rain,
sleet, hail, snow, you name it.  The first item on
the agenda is to take the HPV’s up to the Civic
Center and put them on display while parties of
children from the nearby school come to look,
prod and ask questions.  It is noted that many of
the riders are much the same height, so fun is
had trying to insert various people into other
people’s machines.  This is fine as far as
stuffing Rob into the Varna, or Sam into the
Mango, but while WhiteHawk pilot Jan van
Eijden is the right length to fit the Mango, his
shoulders are so wide that there is no possibility
of fitting the top on.  Hilarity ensues…

It’s still raining hard as we go out to the course,
and the temperature is scarcely above freezing,
but with about half an hour to go the rain stops,
and a dry line starts to emerge down the riders’
favoured right side of the road.  Steve Delaire is
the first to run in his astonishing-looking Big
Gun, but no time is recorded, as his chase
vehicle is too close and confuses the timing
system.  Women’s Hour Record holder Ellen
van der Horst is the next to run, in the white
WhiteHawk, followed by former sprint World
Champion Jan van Eijden in the blue version.
But a mile or so from the traps, Ellen goes clean
off the road, and end over end, at the best part
of 60 mph, filling the bike with gravel but
escaping with naught but a shaking.  Jan also

decks it on the wet road, and cruises in at low
speed minus the cockpit canopy.  Warren has a
few slips and slides, but keeps it all together to
record a 46 mph pass.  The last rider from the
first group is Mackie Martin in the Virtual Rush.
He looks a bit wobbly as the brilliant white
machine gathers speed and disappears into the
gloom, though it probably didn’t help that he
was having to ride in trainers, having contrived
to leave his racing shoes back at the motel.
And Lo!  he too crashed about a mile from the
traps.

The Department Of Transportation guys would
later find evidence of a diesel spill at the point
where the three machines came to grief, but
after these mishaps, Garrie wisely cancelled the
remainder of the evening’s runs.  Doubtless
most of our readers know what the average UK
road is like after a fortnight without rain; this was
the first rain in Battle Mountain for months.
Happily no-one was hurt, though the Virtual
Rush was somewhat banged-up, and required
a new tail fin to be sent over from Easy Racers’
works in California.  Matt Weaver was already
taped into the Kyle Edge when the decision to
abandon came through; faithlessly we pre-
tended to leave him behind until a plaintive cry

Sam tries the Mango for size
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich via Rob English

In the desert: Miles Kingsbury tries to keep warm

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
01-Oct Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Legal 46.13 74.22
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of “Hey, don’t leave me in here!” prompted his
crew to take pity and release him.  Snk!

Wednesday October 2nd

If anything, it’s even colder than yesterday, with
a substantial coating of snow on the nearby
mountains.  In the morning, it’s the tour of the
gold mine, as featured in Jonathan’s account of
last year.  If anything, the hole is even bigger,
and it’s sobering when you realise that the tiny
dots at the bottom are actually dump trucks
bigger than Larrington Towers…

By the afternoon, things are warming up a little,
and there is much milling around in the parking
lot fettling machinery.  Notably the Coslinger
Special.  A month or so previously, Sean Costin

had been racing it on a velodrome, with
considerable success until the rear wheel wore
through the cables connecting cameras to
monitors…  The bike departed the track at
some 35 mph and had its progress rudely
arrested by a stout steel post, leaving its nose
and subframe in a state of disrepair and Sean
with a dent in his forehead and a cracked
coccyx.  Bearing this in mind, he has performed
a minor miracle in getting the bike back
together, but at some point on its long journey
from the mid-West, the video systems have
failed, and consequently there is much rushing
around on Sean’s part to get new bits, while
Jonathan and fellow volunteers Larry Lem and
Ray Gage fettle the rest of the machine.

At least everyone gets a run in today, and first
through is Andrea Blasecki, with a storming
60.62 for a new record.  Such is the excitement,
in fact, that the IHPVA’s timing system is not
reset in time for Ellen’s run, while Garrie’s
optical system fails to register the presence of
the shiny white WhiteHawk, which has spent
much of the day having the scratches polished
out and half a hundredweight of gravel removed
from the interior.  Red faces all round, though
Ellen reckons her speed to have been around
90 km/h (56 mph) according to the SRM Auto-
Gizmo inside the bike.  Warren puts in a 56 mph
run, 12 mph faster than he’s ever gone prior to
this week, Steve Delaire is a touch slower, but
with non-legal wind.  Fast Freddy and Mackie
are running the Double Gold Rush tonight, as
the Virtual Rush has not yet been fixed.  Once

Above: HPRA Co-Dictator Garrie Hill
Below: ?

Ray Gage fettles the Coslinger
Jonathan Woolrich drinks beer...
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we manage to get the old bus under way, after
a falling-over incident at the start, they get to 58.
The catching crew then adds insult to injury by
dropping the beast again at the finish L

A fifteen minute break to let the traffic – about
four cars - clear, and then the second group of
five bikes are released.  First off is Sam.  It’s the
first time he’s used the Diablo’s new breathing
system in anger – a tube and mask takes air
from the vicinity of the rear wheel – and it
doesn’t work too well.  He later confessed to
remembering little of the second half of the run,
but in spite of all but blacking-out, he still
manages nearly 75 mph.  Two years ago, that
was annihilate-the-world-record pace; now it’s
not even close…  The Bearacuda tandem runs
a whisker under 65, and Jan clocks a 67.1 for a
new European record.  This, however, lasts only
about a minute, as Rob and the Mango do a
67.4.  Matt Weaver is also supposed to have
run, but the release cable on his launch trolley
doesn’t release.  He manages a few yards with
it still attached, but it’s game over for Wednes-
day, chiz.  I was driving Rob’s chase car again,

and in the time it took to for launcher
Miles to run back to the car, sling the
launch trolley in the back and get in,
Rob was already the best part of a
mile down the road.  I had to give
the wheezy Ford full throttle for
some considerable time to get back
to a quarter-mile off the Mango’s
tail…

Thursday October 3rd

More bike fettling in the morning,
notably to fit the Mango with its 100
mph top gear.  It can’t actually go
that fast, though, as due to the
valves being buried in the bottom of
pits in the carbon disc wheels, it is
impossible to do up the locknuts.
With the bike on the stand, Rob

spins it up to an indicated 109 mph, by which
time centrifugal force has opened the valve and
dumped all the air.  Careful experimentation
reveals that the tyre will still be inflated at 99
mph, so that becomes the “never exceed”
speed…  In addition, Sam has sportingly lent
Rob his pace notes, so the intrepid pilot spends
the day memorising speeds and distances.  We
also head out to the airport once again, to help
Sean and his volunteer crew practice a few
launches.

Neil Carson (l) and Sean Costin load Andrea Blasecki
 Jeff Caswell observes

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
02-Oct Andrea Blasecki Varna Mephisto Legal 60.62 97.54
02-Oct Freddy Markham/Mackie Martin Double Gold Rush Legal 58.40 93.97
02-Oct Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Legal 56.49 90.89
02-Oct Steve Delaire Big Gun Illegal 54.96 88.43
02-Oct Sam Whittingham Varna Diablo II Legal 74.69 120.17
02-Oct Andy Jaques-Maynes/Lance Doherty Bearacuda Legal 64.93 104.48
02-Oct Rob English Kingcycle Mango Legal 67.37 108.40
02-Oct Jan Van Eijden Blue WhiteHawk Legal 67.08 107.92

Larry Lem (l) and Ray Gage nail
Sean Costin into his machine
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Out at the course, Jonathan has relinquished
his post as Catcher-in-Chief, in order to chase
Rob, while I help out Paul Gracey run the
IHPVA timing and wind measurement gear,
which of course means being right at the
roadside and the end of the measured 200.
Hurrah!  The first five machines go through
without mishap.  Andrea slams in a 64.74,
which is so fast that her previous pass is too
slow to count as a backup run!  And she later
says that there’s more to come…  Ellen runs
her close, with a 62.65, but the wind had just
crept over the limit.  Tanya Markham made her
first run of the week, having been ill since
arriving in town.  The previous day, she’d been
in bed with a temperature off the scale.  Today
she does 52 mph in the Gold Rush Le Tour.
Kids, eh?  Tch!  Warren improves once more,
wringing 58.5 out of the Barracuda, with the
under-damped front suspension bouncing so
much that there appeared to be a danger of the
bike’s lengthy nose smacking into the ground.
In spite of running a 68-10 gear, driving a 700c
rear wheel, he’s spun out at 130 rpm, and there
seems to be little chance of his obtaining a
bigger chainring.  Hans van Vugt (Ellen’s

husband, trivia fans)
says that the
WhiteHawk team
does  have a 75, but
he’s not sure whether
it’s in the truck or in
Germany.  Sadly it’s
the latter.  Gardner
Martin has a 95, but
that’s too big – it
would require the
chain to pass through
both the seat and
Warren, so all that can
be done is to stiffen
the front suspension
and practice spinning
like a loon…

Steve Delaire does an
excellent run, a touch
under 62 mph, all the
more impressive
when we realise that
he’s wearing jeans, a
thick woolly jumper
and trainers on cheap
platform pedals!
Sean Costin suffered
further camera
problems shortly after
launching, and
toppled gently over
into the scenery.
Fifteen minutes later, the road is reopened to
bike traffic and shortly thereafter, Mr.
Whittingham comes through at more than 79
mph.  Next to launch is Matt Weaver.  This time
the trolley works, and we all peer up the road
into the increasing gloom.  The lights of the
chase car don’t appear to be getting any closer,
though, and no-one is any the wiser as to what
has happened.  Instead of Matt, the next bike
through is the blue WhiteHawk with Jan at the
helm.  He does a 67.48 to retake the European
record, but we’re confident that the Mango will
be faster…and it certainly looks faster as Rob
approaches the start of the 200 metres.

However, things go pear-shaped with incredible
speed.  A couple of wild oscillations and the
bike drops onto its right side, spinning furiously
as it slides down the road at seventy miles per
hour.  Had it kept going straight, it would likely
have been OK, but as it was the bike headed off
into the sagebrush alongside the road, minus

Steady... Larry and Ray get
the Coslinger under way

Oops!

Big Gun
Photo: JW
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the windscreen which had popped out earlier in
the crash.  An errant twig gave Rob a cut
beneath his eye, and the machine finally came
to rest wedged under the front bumper of the
Dust Devil team’s minivan, the towing eye of
which punched a hole through the side of the
Mango and bruised the hapless pilot’s ankle.
Apart from these, he was uninjured, though
badly shaken, while the bike had stood up to its
wild ride remarkably well.  Fortunately, Matt
Weaver and crew arrived on the scene shortly
after Rob had been freed from the wreckage.
Matt’s father John is a highly experienced ER
doctor and was thus able to ensure that Rob
was in one piece, while we learned that Matt
was OK, in spite of his rear tyre having gone flat
at well over 70 mph.  He had somehow
managed to bring the bike down to a walking
pace before it went over, at which point it was
just a matter of waiting to be let out.  While all
this is happening, Andy and Lance blast the
Bearacuda through at 68.4 mph, which, it later
transpired, is a new tandem record for the 200
m; Freddy Markham and Chris Springer went
faster over 500 m last year but they were slower
over the final 200.

Jonathan adds:  This was one of the
worse bits of organisation.  Vehicles
were allowed to park near the road,
when they should have been back
by the fence that keeps the cattle on
the range. Some people seemed to
think I was a bit officious when I
insisted on it the remaining nights,
but even the NDOT lady complied!

We’re all a bit sober on the way back
to town, and Rob initially decides to
give the Basque Club dinner a miss.
Great is the rejoicing, however,
when he changes his mind and
comes in under his own steam.  And
great is the fun being had, notably

when assorted HPV notables are dragged in to
join in the folk dancing.  Ellen proves to be a
natural, and we are not surprised to learn that
she does ballroom back home.  Watching
Warren, Tanya and a couple of diminutive pre-
teen girls, however, is a hoot, due to the facts
that Mr.  Beauchamp is:

1. 6’5”, and
2. attempting to kick the camera out of my

hands

The cad.  In order to make the Europeans feel
at home, they play “The Birdie Song”, known to
some as “The German National Anthem”.
People are then obliged to get up and do That
Dance.  I plead a bad back, which is actually
true for once, and instead take blackmail
pictures…

Friday October 4th

Up early to go out to the airport frontage road to
take part in the HPRA race meeting (200 m
sprints division), to which end I have borrowed
Garrie’s Challenge Jester.  It is, however, doing
a nasty drizzling rain thing, so the sprints do not
happen.  Instead, later in the morning, we run

Ouch...

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
03-Oct Andrea Blasecki Varna Mephisto Legal 64.74 104.17
03-Oct Ellen Van Der Horst White WhiteHawk Illegal 62.66 100.82
03-Oct Tanya Markham Gold Rush LeTour Legal 52.14 83.90
03-Oct Steve Delaire Big Gun Legal 61.88 99.56
03-Oct Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Legal 58.48 94.10
03-Oct Sam Whittingham Varna Diablo II Legal 79.47 127.86
03-Oct Jan Van Eijden Blue WhiteHawk Legal 67.48 108.58
03-Oct Andy Jaques-Maynes/Lance Doherty Bearacuda Legal 68.41 110.06
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500’ drags on the airport access road.  Rob is
up and around, hopping like a demented
hopping thing as his ankle has seized overnight.
He can, however, still pedal, and manages to
win the drags atop his Bike Friday, edging out

Fast Freddy in the scary light Gold
Rush Colorado.  Next item on the
agenda was the rodeo; I didn’t
godeo but Rob gathered much
praise for his hopping technique.

And so back out to Route 305.
Andrea is first off once again, and
her 62.3 mph showing is enough to
back up her record.  Ellen does a
slightly disappointing 56.  The
Double Gold Rush comes out again;
this time with Tanya replacing her
father in the captain’s chair and
Mackie stoking as before.  They do
53.5 mph.  Steve Delaire has
another good run, this time at 58
mph and newcomer Richard Craig,
in the Dust Devil, finally gets a run
in, and hits 51+ on his first time,
though sadly with a marginally illegal
wind speed.  The three man team
have put in an enormous amount of
work throughout the whole week to
get the bike running properly, and
nearly abandoned the event to
return home to Las Vegas in time for
the massive Interbike trade show.
But with Rob taking no further part in
the proceedings and Tanya and
Mackie running in the tandem
instead of two solos, there was
space in the start order…  I’m sure
they’ll be back – they’re practically

local (Lost Wages is only 400 miles from Battle
Mountain ☺).  Sean Costin finally gets a full run,
following more launch problems, but his 60 mph
is also a little disappointing.  He’ll be giving it
everything tomorrow…

Preparing the Kyle Edge for launch
Photo via Rob English

Dust Devil
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The second group gets underway.  Sam does
another 79.  We all yawn.  Matt finally gets a
halfway-decent run – 73.5 or so.  As he
approaches the end of the 200, he is literally
one inch from the edge of the road and heading
straight for us.  We all prepare to take to the
hills, while Kane Baccigalupi of the Berkeley
team almost breaks the world record for the
standing high jump as she attempts to
leap clean over Paul Gracey’s Volvo
estate on observing the Kyle Edge’s
trajectory.  Happily Matt gathers it up
just in time and rolls the final mile
down towards the catching zone.  Jan
does a 64.5 and will admit that
yesterday’s 67.4 is probably about as
fast as the WhiteHawk will go –
compared with the Mango and the
Varna, it’s just too big.  Andy and
Lance in the Bearacuda have visibility
problems – the canopy steams up and
they roll through on autopilot at 46.
Last runner is Warren, who does a 56
mph pass – locking out the suspen-
sion has not helped and he feels that
cadence is better kept down around
90 rpm at these speeds to avoid the
scary wobbles.  Nearly all winds were
legal tonight, and were actually in an

adverse direction.  We all fervently
pray for the last day’s weather to
come good – no wind and higher
temperatures…

Saturday October 5th

At last the weather seems to be co-
operating, in that it’s actually
possible to walk around in shorts
and T-Shaped Shirt without needing

frequent whisky transfusions.  It was still a little
nippy out on the airport frontage road when
doing the HPRA 200 m sprints though, and I
was the last to go which meant that I was nicely
chilled before setting out…  I have no idea how
fast I went, but it wasn’t very, as Garrie’s Jester
is inexplicably fitted with a wide-ratio cluster,
rendering the gaps between gears positively
stratospheric.  Plus no speed or cadence
readouts and no glimmer of life from the heart

Bearacuda resting at the motel

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
04-Oct Andrea Blasecki Varna Mephisto Legal 62.27 100.19
04-Oct Ellen Van Der Horst White WhiteHawk Legal 56.03 90.15
04-Oct Tanya Markham/Mackie Martin Double Gold Rush Legal 53.48 86.05
04-Oct Steve Delaire Big Gun Legal 57.99 93.31
04-Oct Richard Craig Dust Devil Illegal 51.33 82.59
04-Oct Sean Costin Coslinger Special Legal 60.10 96.70
04-Oct Sam Whittingham Varna Diablo II Legal 79.00 127.10
04-Oct Jan Van Eijden Blue WhiteHawk Legal 64.52 103.81
04-Oct Matt Weaver Kyle Edge Legal 73.42 118.13
04-Oct Andy Jaques-Maynes/Lance Doherty Bearacuda Legal 46.38 74.63
04-Oct Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Legal 56.24 90.49

University of Nevada Reno’s machine
Photo: Jeff Wills
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rate monitor.  Have we really come to rely on
technology this much?  Answer, “yes”…

Then onto the airport proper for real
races.  Standing-start one lap sprints
– I think  Rob won this outright.  Next
is the roundy-roundy one, with your
Editor, Rob on the Bike Friday and
Warren on the Barracuda chassis in
the unfaired division, Bill Murphy’s
front-faired Tour Easy, and in the
fully-faired class, Steve Delaire’s
Correx/Lycra faired Rotator, Freddy
in the GR Colorado, a chap from the
University of Nevada, Reno and
totally hatstand Seattle-based home-
builder Joe Kochanowski in a home-
brewed front-drive machine inside a
body based on an old Varna design
– Joe having bought a set of Varna
moulds a year or two back.  The
other set of moulds are now the
property of Garrie Hill, and he’s busy
building no fewer than six examples for next
season’s HPRA racing!  Up at the front, Steve
and Freddy are very closely matched, with the
former finally managing to muscle his way
through on the very last corner.  The UNR
machine crashes, but is righted and gets
underway again, while Joe is not quick enough
on the corners.  So I beat them, and also Bill,
but Rob and Warren are a good way in front
and remain so until Rob sprints off to take the
win.

Finally the Devil, on a short oval circuit.  Faired
first, and it’s pretty much a foregone conclusion
once Steve crashes out, gathering some

interesting road burns as he skates
off into the shrubbery.  Freddy wins
handsomely, as the Reno machine
also goes down.  In the “not-fully-
faired” division, it’s almost, but not
quite, equally predictable.  Bill has
both the inside line and a handy
short-term sprint, but I just edge him
out.  Then I stop pedalling, as the
only other competitor is Rob…

Not long afterwards we make the
trek out to 305 for the last time.  At
last the weather is kind – winds are
barely visible to the naked eye or,
more pertinently, anemometer, and
at last it’s still warm as the sun
begins to sink below the surrounding
hills.  Because I am a useless
cretinous moron, I neglected to take
my notebook both to the runs

themselves and the awards dinner afterwards,
so have only a hazy recollection of details.  I’m
not even sure of the order people ran in…
What I can say without fear of contradiction is
that this time I was with Garrie at the start of the
measured 200 metres, this probably being the
best place on earth to observe one of these
machines in its natural environment.

Joe Kochanowski (l) chats with Chet Kyle
Photo: Jeff Wills

Criterium winner Steve Delaire
Photo: Jeff Wills
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First through is Ellen, whose 59.85 is good, but
perhaps a little disappointing.  The general
consensus is that the Varna, even in “obsolete”
Mephisto form, is faster.  How the engines
compare is another matter entirely, and one to
which there are, as yet, no answers.  Rosmarie
Bühler is still that little bit quicker than Ellen
when both are on unfaired low racers.  Whither
Corinne van Noordenne?  Who is the fastest
lady of them all?  As of now, it’s still Andrea,
although she fails to improve on her earlier
times as the Mephisto uncharacteristically drops
its chain a couple of miles out.  The chasers –
the rest of the Brits – manage to suss that
something is wrong and successfully rescue her
before the Varna has to stop altogether, and
Andrea’s last run is as a passenger, but waving
inna-Queen-Mother-stylee to the
assembled faithful.

Mackie has a trouble-free run in the
Virtual Rush – amazing considering
the length of time it had taken that
morning to get the body halves to
line up – and sets an HPRA Junior
record at 60.75 mph.  Warren, who
had earlier gone on record as saying
he’d be overjoyed with 50 mph, did
57.7.  The Barracuda has impressed
throughout the entire week both for
its utter reliability and for the fact that
until Warren decided that taping the
seams would help, his launch
procedure was:  Climb in – close lid
– go.  Matt had problems with “something
rubbing” following a starting mishap and only
ran 55 mph as discretion took the better part.
With Jan having decided that the WhiteHawk
was unlikely to go any quicker, he ducked his

run, allowing designer Guido Mertens to have a
tilt instead.  One of the team had earlier said
that the WhiteHawk is a very easy machine to
ride, no fewer than 17 people having given it a
go.  Guido proved it, by running 63.78 mph, well
above the 100 km/h which must surely hold a
special significance for our Metricated Chums.
The Bearacuda guys cemented their consistent
week with another 68+ mph run, before Andy
and Lance bailed out and ran for home.  They
had another race in which to compete.  Starting
at 11:00 the following morning.  Back in
Berkeley, a small matter of 400 miles away.
Tanya Markham was smooth and steady in the
Le Tour, en route to an HPRA Junior Women’s
record at 52.3 mph.

And Sam.  You can hear these machines long
before you can properly see them, even with
the aid of binoculars.  A low-pitched sub-woofer
hum, audible from at least half a mile and
gradually getting louder until this thing goes
past at an altogether ridiculous speed.  You
have to keep reminding yourself – “it’s a bicycle”
– because it neither looks nor sounds like
anything on this planet.  Area 51, remember.
Sam looks fast and he is.  At the very last gasp,
the World Record falls again, as he comes
through at exactly 81 mph.  The Canadian
secret weapon – hockey tape – has proved its
worth once more.

That only leaves Sean, who has been plugging
away trying to get one good run before the end
of his high-speed sprinting career (see below).
We get a radio message – “The blue bike is off”.
We assume that this means that the blue bike –
the Coslinger – is off the road again, and thus
the timing systems are shut down.  Peering

Mackie Martin & Tanya Markham
Photo: Easy Racers

Varna and WhiteHawk at the start
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
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through binoculars up the road, I
notice that the chase vehicle’s lights
are approaching fast and suddenly
make out the Coslinger, clearly
undamaged and going like the
clappers, about half a mile out.  A
mad scramble to get the timing gear
back on ensues, but neither Garrie
nor Paul can get their system up
before Sean goes through, closely
followed by a jubilant Larry and Ray,
waving to all and sundry from Larry’s
truck to celebrate the fact that for
once Sean has had a trouble-free
run L  Later Paul uses video and
audio measurements to estimate
Sean’s speed at around 70 mph, but
it seems that the fickle wind has
crept up enough to wipe the run
anyway.  ****!

If there was an Unfortunate Scotsman award
here, though, it would surely have gone to
Bryan (Romano?) from the Rotator team.  With
only nine machines scheduled to run on
Saturday, he had persuaded Garrie to let him
have a play on 305 in the Rotator Frankenstein,
a Thing loosely based around a cut-down Gold
Rush shell, in which Steve Delaire went over 50
last year.  But it transpires that:

1. Frankenstein is still back at the motel, and
2. Locked in Dean Peterson’s trailer, while
3. Dean has lost his car keys, and thus
4. Gone to Winnemucca to get some new

ones

That’s a one hundred and forty mile round trip,
by the way.

On the surface, then, a disappointing year.
Only half a mile per hour on the record, and
failing to collect the twenty-five grand?  Boo!
But hang on.  New HPRA Junior records for

Tanya and Mackie – the IHPVA does not have a
Junior class (yet?).  A new tandem record for
Andy and Lance.  And the Women’s record
boosted by 10 mph.  I’d say that was pretty
good, really.  Anyway, everyone is in high spirits
as we return to town and pile into the
steakhouse for the awards dinner.  Garrie’s
cheque-signing hand is working overtime,
especially once it is gently pointed out that
perhaps Andrea’s performance is worthy of
some recognition, and as an added bonus, the
WhiteHawk guys cop a couple of thousand
dollars from the Dempsey-MacCready Prize
fund in recognition of Lars Teutenberg’s latest
assault on the hour.  But the twenty-five
thousand dollar .deciMach prize remains
unclaimed – Garrie has shifted the target from
75 to 82 mph to take account of Battle Moun-
tain’s altitude and slope – and he’s very
disappointed with Sam’s performance.  Espe-
cially as on one of his 79 mph runs, the
Whittingham was hitting all the target speeds for
an 85 mph pass – until the last one, when he

Date Rider(s) Vehicle Wind Speed (MPH) Speed (km/h)
05-Oct Tanya Markham Gold Rush LeTour Legal 52.30 84.14
05-Oct Matt Weaver Kyle Edge Legal 55.89 89.93
05-Oct Warren Beauchamp Barracuda Legal 57.69 92.83
05-Oct Ellen Van Der Horst White WhiteHawk Legal 59.85 96.30
05-Oct Mackie Martin Virtual Rush Legal 60.75 97.75
05-Oct Guido Mertens Blue WhiteHawk Legal 63.78 102.62
05-Oct Andy Jaques-Maynes/Lance Doherty Bearacuda Legal 68.05 109.49
05-Oct Sam Whittingham Varna Diablo II Legal 81.00 130.33
05-Oct Sean Costin Coslinger Special Illegal ~70.00 ~112.6

Before the keys business: Dean Peterson steadies Frankenstein
Photo: Jeff Wills
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hadn’t the power to go any faster.  Dinner ends
and it then takes 45 minutes to get out of the
place due to the number of goodbyes which
have to be said.  We return to the motel to finish
our beer stocks and watch Larry set off the
obligatory firework.  We’re sure it wasn’t your
pyrotechnic activity wot set that pick-up on fire,
Larry…

Sunday October 6th

Jonathan, Miles and Rob can have a relatively
relaxed start, as they have a few days in hand
before returning to Blighty.  They are due to
meet the Varna gang for breakfast in
Winnemucca prior to heading for Lake Tahoe
for an overnight stop, and then a day or two in
SF before flying home.  I, alas, have no such
luxury, and thus drive non-stop to San Fran-
cisco, get on a plane, come home and sleep the
sleep of the dead.

The Bikes

Barracuda

Warren Beauchamp’s machine is a successful
club racer of simple concept.  The chassis
inside started life as a fairly conventional RWD
low racer, originally brazed up to Warren’s
design by Len Brunkalla in 1998.  It has
subsequently gained an Action-Tec head-tube
suspension on its monoblade front end and a
full-size rear wheel.  The fairing has been
steadily developed over the same period, from
the Correx original through to the fully-enclosed
fibreglass version of today, complete with
effective landing gear to satisfy HPRA’s start/
stop rules.  It demonstrated the virtues of
simplicity by running trouble-free for the whole

week, as well as providing Warren with a useful
mount to race unfaired.

Bearacuda

Little change for the big and heavy Berkeley
back-to-back tandem this year, save that the
drive trains have been simplified by the
inclusion of a pair of 14-speed Rohloff hub
gears – one per wheel as this is a two-wheel
drive machine.  The ratios are set so as to allow
the machine to reach its target speed running in
the direct-drive 11 th gear.

Big Gun

Steve Delaire’s extraordinary device is thus
named as the view from the cockpit is suppos-
edly like looking down the barrel of an artillery
piece, plus apparently surfers refer to a large
board as a “big gun”.  Jonathan commented
that it should have been called “Tunnel Vision”,
especially after its abortive first outing on the
Monday.  Intended rider Freddy Markham
reckoned that “No Vision” was nearer the
mark…  With the centre of the bike supported
by a crate, we put Freddy inside and taped the
lid down.  The bike was placed upon its wheels,
and promptly sagged in the middle enough that
the top would no longer fit!  We eventually taped
it down more securely, and with much pushing
and shoving got Freddy out onto the road.

Steve: Freddy, can you see the asphalt?
Freddy:Er, I can see the mountains….

Harsh words are said.  But with a considerable
amount of fettling and hacking about of the
canopy, a machine rideable by Steve is
achieved by the following day, and it performs
well for the rest of the week.  It’s a 12’ longBarracuda. Photo from Rob English

 Stoker’s chair in Bearacuda
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FWD machine, designed to use either 406 or
full-size wheels (though in the event it ran only
on the latter), with considerable ground
clearance.  All the mechanical bits are attached
to the tub, which had insufficient rigidity to start
with, but in spite of our initial scepticism, the
bike performed very well.

Coslinger Special

Refined version of the camera bike Sean ran
here in 2000, with a longer and narrower nose
and a nice blue paint job.  Sean had sensibly
elected to fly to Reno while the bike travelled
overland in Garrie Hill’s garage-sized trailer, but
video problems prevented it from running until
the latter part of the week.  Front drive again,
with the oily bits attached to a substantial
subframe, much like the Varnas.

Double Gold Rush

The same big old bus which has been around
for donkeys’ years.  Rear-wheel drive back-to-
back tandem, low bottom brackets and

hunched-forward riding position not dissimilar to
that of the Mango.  Loading the riders requires
the use of a small stepladder; launching the
thing requires a small army of big strong lads to
catch it if it falls over.  Unfortunately, all that was
available was me, as Jeff Caswell (6’6”) was on
the opposite side when it decided to perform the
Horizontal Trackstand, to the detriment of my
wonky back, chiz.

Dust Devil

Designed and largely built by Las Vegas bike
shop proprietor Richard Craig, from a concep-
tual drawing snaffled from Matt Weaver’s web
site.  The whole thing was done in about three
months, which partly explains why they had to
do so much work on the bike on arrival,
including enlarging the windscreen and building
the skirt around the rear wheel.  The top and

Big Gun at speed
Photo Jeff Wills

The Coslinger’s emergency windows
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich

Double Gold Rush
Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
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bottom were originally identical mouldings.  It’s
another front-drive semi-monocoque – this
seems to be the most popular layout for new
machines these days.

Gold Rush LeTour

The venerable LeTour did a couple of runs with
Tanya Markham at the controls.  Long-
wheelbase, rear drive, aluminium frame and
lean-forward riding position as per the Double
Gold Rush.  Still among the lightest streamliners
around – its Colorado cousin weighs about 30
lbs. – and the simple mechanicals are just
about bullet-proof.  But the aerodynamics are
not as sophisticated as the more modern
machines.

Kingcycle Mango

As exhaustively detailed in the last issue or two
of this journal.  FWD tub bike and tiny  with it.
But Rob maintains that it’s still too big – he
required foam padding around his shoulders to

The original shape
Picture from Matt Weaver

Gardner Martin (l) and Freddy Markham
load Tanya into the Gold Rush Le Tour

Photo from Easy Racers

keep himself firmly in place.  And the
combination of the very short
wheelbase and minuscule amount of
trail – 15mm – in the steering make
the handling somewhat nervous at
speed.  Rob commented that he’d
had similar wobbles at 50-odd mph
at Millbrook, but had managed to
catch it without difficulty.  But a
serious tank-slapper at 70 is a
different ball-game.  Rumour hath it
that Mango v2.0 will have more trail,
a narrower top and a built-in Toyota

detector…

Kyle Edge

Matt was building a new bike for 2002, but as is
usual with HPV builders (and especially Matt
☺), it wasn’t going to be finished in time…
Accordingly, the ten-year-old Kyle Edge was
dusted off and brought out to play.  Rear-drive
camera bike with the chain passing over the
shoulder, separate chassis.  The launch trolley
is a good idea, but a bit too clever for its own
good, as it requires Matt to pull a piece of string
when ready to take off.  The Mango’s system
allows the bike to accelerate away as soon as
steerage way is achieved…

Varna Diablo II / Varna Mephisto

Rumours of a “new” Varna proved to be
somewhat exaggerated, as the Diablo II is the
Diablo with a slightly slimmed-down rear end,
lower canopy and better sealing round the
wheels.  The Mephisto is similar, but older and
slightly less aero.  Front-drive on a sub-frame
and rider sitting in the bottom of the tub.

A somewhat scraped-up Mango and
Kane Baccigalupi from Berkeley

Photo: Jonathan Woolrich
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Virtual Rush

Formerly the Virtual Edge, the last Matt Weaver
machine actually to escape from the workshop.
Now run by Easy Racers for Gardner Martin’s
nephew Mackie.  They’ve added more gears up
at the headset, and run an 8mm pitch chain on
the final drive to the front wheel.  Another
camera bike, with a separate frame.  The two
shell halves are supposed to clip together

easily, but I guess something became deranged
when Mackie decked it on the Tuesday, as it
took them an age to load him on Saturday
morning…  The handling looks pretty evil from
the outside and Gardner says it needs the
services of an exorcist.  Matt maintains it’s their
fault for putting that fin on the top…

WhiteHawks

A well-shaped, though large, body surrounding
a Peter Groeneveld-built carbon low racer.
Rear drive via Rohloff hub gears.  Extensive
assistance from Schwalbe helps with the rolling
resistance, while a demon tweak is the cable-
operated flap in the ventilation system.  Operate
a bar-end shifter and the air intake in the nose
is neatly closed off – said to be worth about
1km/h at 90.  This is extremely cool to behold.

Above: Jeff Caswell launches the Kyle Edge
Photo from Rob English

Below: Sam Whittingham & Diablo

Interior of the Kyle Edge
Photo: Jeff Wills

A slightly second-hand WhiteHawk
after Ellen’s visit to the scenery
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Quote Of The Meeting

“Jeez, the things you gotta do to set a f******
record round here!  You can have that  one!”
Freddy Markham to Rob English after the latter
had just set a new record for “Fastest HPV
Crash In The History Of The World, Ever”.

Other Stull

Sean’s Number One Son Jonathan Costin is
born a couple of weeks later, hence Sean’s
decision to stop this kind of Mad Behaviour.  But
my Sinister Agents tell me that there will be a
New!  IMPROVED!! Coslinger at Battle
Mountain in 2003, possibly with ex-pat German
HPRA racer Frank “Frankenspeed” Geyer at the
helm…

Bill Cook, who builds Barcroft recumbents
outside Washington DC, has put together a 50
minute DVD of the event, available for 23 US
dollars including P&P.  Order form at http://
www.barcroftcycles.com/video.html, or contact
him c/o Barcroft Cycles Video, 3501 Farm Hill
Drive, Falls Church, VA 22044, USA.  gNick
Green is rumoured to be investigating a joint
order to save hassle and postage, so best to
contact him first.

Postscript

For what it’s worth, IHPVA Timing Expert and
all-round bon oeuf  Paul Gracey maintains that
he encountered far worse places than Battle
Mountain in the course of his Trans-Am
rambling aboard a Lightning F-40, in spite of
someone describing Battle Mountain as “the
place where trailer homes go to die”…  And the
people of Battle Mountain, are good people, in
spite of what the Washington Post magazine
maintains.  They bent over backwards to help
the International HPV Community, with all our
strange and stupid demands, and sold Miles an
excellent woolly hat.  And I am sure that they
will continue so to do in future.  The help, that
is, not the hats.  And as long as I can raise the
Filthy Lucre, I’ll be back next year.  As will,
circumstances permitting Jonathan.  And Miles.
And Rob.  And, … probably everyone else from
2002, and all their friends.  Come on.  You know
you want to…

P.S. Words and pictures by Thee Editor unless
otherwise stated…

Nearest the camera: Jim and Shar Peterson, without whom none of this could have happened
Seated in the background: Andy Jaques-Maynes and Lance Doherty



This Just In...
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Mr Woolrich

We note with pleasure that Mr Jonathan
Woolrich of this parish has escaped the evil
clutches of the computer biz at long last.
Rather than become Sheriff of Battle Mountain
as one might think from the cover of this journal,
though, he is to be doing Stuff involving
handcycles.  Further details are not secret at
the moment, but I can’t remember how much I
was supposed to say on the subject, so that’ll
do for now…

Mr Field

“NEWCASTLE JOURNAL - 22nd March 2003

PATRICK PEDALS THROUGH HISTORY

Cyclist Patrick Field has his work cut out for him
next week - riding 600 miles in under three days
to deliver a message of national importance
from London to Edinburgh.

But it’s not the first time the monumental task
has been undertaken. Long-distance rider
Patrick will be following in the hoofprints of a
dashing Elizabethan horseman who raced north
with news that would unite England and
Scotland as one kingdom exactly 400 years ago
this year.  The feat of endurance, which starts
on Monday morning at Charing Cross, is the
opening event of the Union of The Crown
festival organised by civic leaders in Berwick on
the Northumberland border with Scotland.

Patrick, riding his recumbent bicycle, will
faithfully follow the route taken by Robert Carey
in 1603, who rode a staggering 600 miles in
under three days. His mission was to carry
news of the death of Queen Elizabeth I in
London to her nearest relative, King James VI
of Scotland, to tell him he was now King James
I of England.  Patrick expects to arrive in
Edinburgh at lunchtime next Wednesday.

A colourful re-enactment recreating Robert
Carey’s ride, meanwhile, is being performed on
Sunday night before Prince Edward and
Sophie, Countess of Wessex, at a Royal Gala
Charity Performance at Richmond in Surrey,
where Elizabeth died.

“I’ve been training hard for this since being
approached by the Friends of Berwick-upon-
Tweed to perform this daunting but very
prestigious task,” said Patrick, who runs the
London School of Cycling and is one of Britain’s
best long-distance pedal-pushers. “I am very
much looking forward to seeing the North-East
from the saddle, even though I will be going flat-
out to keep up with Robert Carey’s blistering
pace,” he said.

Patrick will carry a replica of the bejewelled ring
confirming Elizabeth was dead and a scroll
bearing greetings from the people of Richmond
on Thames to those of the Borough of Berwick-
upon-Tweed.  In Edinburgh, the scroll will be
given to Lord Provost Eric Melville, who will
send it on to the Earl of Home, descendent of
the Warden of the Scottish East March at the
time of the Union of the Crowns.  Earl Home will
also be at a ceremony at the Border on April 6,
as part of the year-long series of events
commemorating King James’s accession and
his visit to Berwick on his way to be crowned
king in London.”

Nice little warm-up for Paris-Brest-Paris,
Patrick.  Did you ride back as well ☺

WM 2003, As They Say In Germany

Thanks to Peter Eland and Mikael Seierup for
pointing me at http://www.wm2003.hpv.org/,
which is the site for the World Championships in
Germany at the end of August.  I was about to
say that there’s not much on it, but there is now.
In fact, leading the pack of riders on the
velodrome is your Editor; I deduce that this
photo came from the 1997 Worlds in Köln.
Content is so far all in German, but I will attempt
to translate to the best of my marginal ability:



Suppliers & Wants

Advertising rates for the body of this magazine: Full page: £30.00
Half page: £15.00

Small ads for non-members: £5.00

Approximately 300 copies of each issue are printed.  Entries in the “Suppliers and Wants” section are
free to BHPC members, and should be rifftastic and not filled with STULL.  Big and Clever One? Please
take out an advert at the above rates and send the money to our Treasurer, as she is the only one of
us lovely enough to be permitted to handle Money.  If your address, phone number, prices or products
change, please tell me...
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28.8.2003

• Opening ceremony at the Exhibition halls
• Obstacle course / agility test / Larry at the Exhibition halls
• 50 m Drag Race at the Exhibition halls

29.8.2003
• 50 km practical vehicle tour in and around Friedrichshafen
• Small candlelit procession? at the Uferpromenade/Freitreppe – I think this must be by the lake

30.8.2003
• 4 km time trial and criterium on Keppler-,Allmand-,Wendelgard-,Riedlepark - Strasse
• Small candlelit procession? as above
• 100 m Sprint – boats at Uferpromenade/Freitreppe (must be at the lake…)
• 10 km race – boats at the Uferpromenade/Freitreppe

31.8.2003
• 200 m Sprint on Ravensburger Strasse
• Slalom and bollard pull – boats at the Uferpromenade/Freitreppe

Note that the on-line registration doofer is not yet plugged in.  The crit course looks like fun – all round-
the-houses-stylee.  Anyway, hopefully I’ll be able to bung more info in the next edition.

Danish Events

Richard Ballantine forwarded this:

Our calendar with HPV-events for 2003 is now
online at http://www.hpv-klub.dk/kalender/
default.asp. The calendar is in Danish. If you
have some questions, just ask me
(mos@vestas.dk).

I ought to mention some of the major events in
Denmark this year:

• HPV-weekend on 9-11 May. There will be

recumbent rides, the general meeting and
some coastdown tests to measure the
wind resistance of the HPVs.

• The Danish national HPV championship
on 13-14 September. There will be 200 m
sprint, drag race, criterium and a road
race.

Of course everybody is welcome, Danish and
foreign HPV-friends.

Kind regards,
Mark Olaf Slot
HPV-club Denmark



John Lafford, Arrow Bicycle Company, ‘Leonidas’, Manor Lane, Baydon, Marlborough, Wilts, SN8 2JD
Tel/Fax: 01672 540384

e-mail: jalafford@aol.com

Custom CAD design and manufacture of all types of bicycles and tricycles, including recumbents, time trial, fast
tourer, and power assisted vehicles.  Cromoly tubing in round, aero and oval sections.  Net-type seat fabric to suit
tubular seat frames.  Narrow bottom bracket assemblies.  Composite wheels in 650c and 20” sizes, with narrow
hubs.  Tyre rolling resistance testing.  Aerodynamic drag testing.

Avon Valley Cyclery, Bath Spa Railway Station, Bath, BA1 1SX
Tel: 01225 461880/442442

Fax: 01225 446267
e-mail: info@bikeshop.uk.com

WWW: http://www.bikeshop.uk.com
http://www/foldingbikes.co.uk

AVC-designed Road, Mountain and Bath bikes.  The UK’s 1st TCR Road Bike Centre and the UK’s top Folding Bike
Specialist. Family bikes, mountain bikes, comprehensive hire fleet and full workshop facilities.  [Plus their web site
even mentions the word “recumbent” - Ed]

BikeFix, 48 Lambs Conduit Street, London WC1N 3LJ
Tel: 0171 405 4639

Fax: 0171 242 6931
e-mail: info@bikefix.co.uk

WWW: http://www.bikefix.co.uk/bikefix.html

Recumbent-friendly shop in central London.  HP Velotechnik, Challenge, Burrows, Hase, BikeE, Trice, Leitra,
Anthrotech, plus folders / transportables from Brompton, Birdy, Bike Friday & Airnimal.  Alesa rims in 406, 507, 559
and 622 sizes; Continental, Primo and Vredestein tyres in 305, 406, 451 and all the big sizes.  Recumbent luggage,
fairings and everything else you can fit on a recumbent. Test rides and social weekends. Get on the mailing list...
New Schwalbe Stelvios available in 406 & 559 - “Better race tyre than the Conti GP”

Mike Burrows Engineering, Bunkell Road, Rackheath Industrial Estate, Norwich, Norfolk, NR13, 6PX
Tel: 01603 721700

Ratcatcher 9, Touring / racing £1957
RatRacer, Racing / more racing DIY, £850
Also monoblades and other handy bits, including aero bits for “sticky” bikes.

Paul Davies, 2 Fowlswick Cottages, Allington, Chippenham, Wilts, SN14 6LU (2 miles from Castle Combe)
Tel: 01249 782554

Composite products for HPV’s:
Mk. 5 bike shell, in 6 separate mouldings, fits SWB bike from £350
D6 World Championship-winning shell £350
Mk. 4 trike shell, in 5 separate mouldings, fits trike approx. 60 cm track,
100 cm wheelbase from £250
Bike front fairing from £35
Bike rear fairing from £35
Seat from £35
Mudguards (20”, MTB, 700c) from £10

Future Cycles, Friends Yard, London Road, Forest Row, East Sussex, RH18 5EE
Tel: 01342 822847

Fax: 01342 826726
e-mail: bikes@futurecycles.co.uk

WWW: http://www.futurecycles.co.uk

Windcheetah, Trice and Anthrotech trikes, recumbent bikes from Optima, M5, Pashley, BikeE and Easy Racers.

We also handle European subscriptions for “Recumbent Cyclist News” (RCN).  RCN is 100% dedicated to promoting
recumbent bicycles and providing and encouraging communications between HPV enthusiasts, home-builders,
dealers and commercial recumbent manufacturers.  Annual subscription £25.95 (six issues).
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Small Adz

Ralph Goddard, Brecon, Powys
Tel: 01874 636430 (h)

01874 624600 (w)
Extra low racer recumbent.  Home built to a very high standard by engineer / welder.  Based on Moulton 17”.  24
speed gears.  Light and fast, road or race.  Offers?

gNash Engineering Aerodynamic Helpful Department, 79 Front Street, Pity Me, Durham, DH1 5DE
Tel: 07971 51981179

e-mail: gnick44@aol.com
I have copied off the net the 3 NACA Duct research documents; if you would prefer not to spend all night download-
ing them send me a CD-R and I will copy them over for you.

Hockerton Housing Project Trading Ltd., The Watershed, Gables Drive, Hockerton, Notts, NG25 OQU
Tel: 01636 816902

Fax: 01636 816902
e-mail: hhp@hockerton.demon.co.uk

Hire/Demos/Sales of Flevo Bike, Ross, Anthrotech, Brox plus any others we obtain in the meantime!  Also, Site Tours
(on foot) of the infamous Hockerton Housing Project - earth sheltered, zero heating, zero CO2 autonomous housing
(as seen on or in every conceivable form of news media in the known Universe!).  Full details from Nick Martin at the
above address.

HPV-HEAVEN.COM
Tel: 01295 721860

WWW: http://www.hpv-heaven.com

Parts for recumbent and HPV home-builders. From the people who bought you Velodynamics Bicycles. High Quality
GRP Nosecone mouldings, Seats and Tail-Boxes. Seat foam, frame-building components, tubing and miscellaneous
parts. On-line advice files. Free small ads section. Also, 3D CAD based Design and Prototype Service.

Inspired Cycle Engineering Ltd, Unit 9B Spencer Carter Works, Tregoniggie Industrial Estate, Falmouth,
Cornwall, TR11 4SN

Phone / Fax: 01326 378848
e-mail: sales@ice.hpv.co.uk

WWW: http://www.ice.hpv.co.uk/

ICE manufacture and supply the new much improved range of TRICE recumbent tricycles including the MICRO,
EXPLORER, XL and CLASSIC.  X2 and EXPEDITION TANDEM versions of the Trice also now being produced.  A
comprehensive range of options and accessories is also available direct from ICE.

Kinetics, 54 Switchback Road, Bearsden, Glasgow, G61 1AE
Phone / Fax: 0141 942 2552

e-mail: ben@kinetics-online.co.uk
WWW: http://www.kinetics-online.co.uk

Recumbents from HP Velotechnik and Hase.  Plus S&S couplings, Birdy, Brompton, Custom Framebuilding, anything
you like really...

Tina Larrington, 73a Strathleven Road, London SW2 5JS
Tel: 020 7737 2793 (eves / weekends)

e-mail: clarrington@pmtp.co.uk

Arty stuff - cartoons, business cards, logos, badges, T-shirts, etc., etc., for builders, dealers and end-users of
recumbent cycles.  Customers include “Recumbent UK”, Airnimal Bikes, Westcountry Recumbents, Ian Hague and
the BHPC!  Architectural commissions also accepted ☺

Tiptree Designs (incorporating Els Tees), Ian Hague, 24 Cedar Avenue, Tiptree, Colchester, Essex, CO5 0NR
Tel: 01621 815476

“Hand Painted T-shirts to the Nobility and Richard in Blackpool”
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